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Violating time-reversal symmetry enables one to engineer nonreciprocal structures for isolating and
rectifying sound and mechanical vibrations. Rectifying sound is commonly achieved in nonlinear media,
but the operation is inherently linked to weak and distorted signals. Here, we show how a pronounced
electron-phonon coupling in linear piezophononic media under electrical bias can generate full mechanical
rectification of broad spectral width, which permits the isolation of pulsed vibrations while keeping the
wave-front shape fully intact. In this context, we deliberately show how the acoustoelectric effect can
provide active loss compensation against lattice anharmonicity and thermoelastic damping. Further, our
predictions confirm tunable nonreciprocity at an ultralarge contrast ratio, which should open the doors for
future mechanical diodes and compact ultrasonic transducers for sensing and imaging.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevApplied.9.034033

I. INTRODUCTION
In conventional media, sound travels symmetrically in
the sense that when excited at point A, the resulting acoustic
energy flux at any point B is the same as it would be at A if
sound would have been launched from B. This symmetry is
attributed to reciprocity and is attainable in conventional
media that obey time-reversal symmetry such as outward
or inward propagating surface ripples on a pond [1].
Engineering wave propagation nonreciprocity, that is, to
rectify waves along a one-way path only is not just
fascinating from a physics standpoint, but inevitable in
countless areas including noise control, energy harvesting,
and transducer technology in general [2,3]. Particularly,
ultrasonic sensing and imaging technologies in industry
and medicine could benefit from perfect acoustic insulation
that would protect the emitting sensor from echoes of its
own beam. Usually these systems are designed for relatively high frequencies in the MHz range, which immediately implies the need of compact but also tunable devices.
Nonreciprocal acoustic wave propagation can be realized in
linear media by using moving fluids that serve as the fixed, i.e.,
time-irreversible biased field in providing true insulation. To
realize pronounced insulation, high flow rates are required,
which inevitably leads to turbulence and shock-wave generation [2,4,5]. Another strategy relies on tailoring space-time
modulation of the involved material to generate nonreciprocity [6–11]. Carefully designed nonlinear macroscopic structures have been realized to exhibit nonreciprocity without
*
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breaking time-reversal symmetry. Such acoustic rectifiers rely
on coupling a nonlinear frequency-converting medium to a
phononic crystal, which permits the passing of the nonlinear
signal along one direction only [12–17]. Recent advancements along this line report on the use of two coupled
nonlinear resonators [18] and propagation asymmetry induced
by gravity [19]. Besides the inherent frequency conversion of
these devices, the nonlinear mechanisms introduce severe
signal distortions and reduced signal strength. Recently, a
fishbone mechanical metamaterial has been engineered that
combines large nonlinearities and geometrical asymmetries in
producing static nonreciprocity [20].
In this Letter, we demonstrate a fully dynamical approach
towards complete mechanical rectification in a piezophononic medium (piezoelectric semiconductor) [21]. By taking
advantage of the acoustoelectric (AE) effect in the smallsignal limit, we demonstrate a nonreciprocal linear mechanical isolator of large bandwidth, high contrast ratio, and high
power transmission efficiency in the passing direction.
Besides the possibility to realize active tuning of the
piezophononic properties, we also explore how quasiundistorted pulsed wave fronts can be rectified and loss
compensated, which opens horizons in acoustic signal
processing and imaging in the absence of parasitic and
destructive backscattering.
Our strategy rests on applying a dc electric bias on a
piezophononic semiconductor that can lead to strong directional-dependent mechanical attenuation or gain as induced
by the electron-phonon interaction. This phenomenon, also
know as the AE effect, has been extensively studied with a
particular emphasis on amplifying ultrasonic waves [22–33],
and more recently, exploring non-Hermitian and parity-time
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FIG. 1. A piezophononic layer acting as a highly nonreciprocal
device when an electric field E0 is applied. Maximal rectification
σ is reached when the ratio of opposite flowing energy fluxes is
the largest. The approach is to let the forward flux (incoming
from left, blue wave fronts) propagate undistorted and with high
efficiency, while the backward flux (incoming from right, orange
wave fronts) experiences very high attenuation. As a proof of
principle, we take CdS to be the piezoelectric medium. The time
convention is e−iωt .

symmetric acoustics in solid media [34,35]. Our approach
towards perfect nonreciprocity relies on the directional
dependence of the electron-phonon interaction that is oddly
symmetric on time reversal. In other words, elastic wave
motion and electron drift (as dictated by the applied dc field)
flow in parallel such that controlled amplification or attenuation can take place [24,33,34]. In this spirit, according to the
Onsager-Casimir principle, tR ðω; E0 Þ ≠ tL ðω; E0 Þ, which
states that reciprocity is violated and directly linked to
time-reversal asymmetry [36,37]. Here, tR;L , ω, and E0 are
the complex transmission coefficients across a finite region
coming in from the left (L) or right (R), angular frequency,
and applied electric field, respectively. It is desirable to
acquire mechanical isolation at a high contrast ratio, defined
as σ ≡ jtL j2 =jtR j2 , and high power transmission efficiency
simultaneously. As illustrated in Fig. 1, our approach is based
on tailoring mechanical wave propagation in a carefully
biased piezophononic layer such that tL → 1 while tR → 0. In
other words, we use the electron-phonon interaction to highly
attenuate ultrasonic waves in one direction, while the amplitude opposing this direction remains quasiconstant. Our
approach offers the major advantage that no frequency
conversion takes place since no nonlinear acoustic effect is
involved, therefore, there is no deformation of the acoustic
spectrum. As we will show, a high rectification ratio can be
obtained over an extended range of frequencies, in which
several loss mechanisms can be compensated.
II. MECHANICAL RECTIFICATION THROUGH
THE ACOUSTOELECTRIC EFFECT
We begin by considering the constitutive equations for
piezoelectric materials
T ij ¼ Cijkl ϵkl − emij Em ;
Dm ¼ Psp;m þ εmj Ej þ emjk ϵjk ;

ð1Þ

where T ij is the stress tensor, Cijkl is the elastic constant
tensor, ϵij ¼ ð∂ui =∂xj þ ∂uj =∂xi Þ=2 is the strain tensor,
eijk is the piezoelectric constant tensor, Psp;m is the spontaneous polarization, Ei is the electric field, Di is the electric
displacement, and εij is the electric permittivity tensor at
constant strain. The total electric field Ei ¼ E0i þ Epi
combines the externally applied field and a perturbation as of the linear elastic motion. The frequencydependent permittivity is deduced from the Drude model
2
2
−2
∞
εij ¼ ε∞
ij ε0 ½1 − ωp =ðω þ τ Þ, where εij is the highfrequency permittivity, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, ωp ¼
½n0 q2 =ðε∞ ε0 meff Þ1=2 is the plasma frequency, where meff
is the electron effective mass, τ ¼ meff μdc =q is the carrier
collision time, q is the elementary positive charge, n0 is
the carrier density, and μdc is the dc mobility. The
constitutive relations in Eq. (1) are for isentropic conditions such that the Onsager relation applies. The
electrical losses are accounted for by using a finite and
frequency-dependent scalar complex carrier mobility
μn ¼ μdc =ð1 þ iωτÞ. The electron diffusion constant is
found from the Einstein relation dn ¼ μn kB T K =q, where
kB is the Boltzmann constant and T K is the temperature in
kelvin. The landscape of possible piezoelectric semiconductors is rather extended. In order to generate a strong
phonon-electron coupling induced by the AE effect, we
need a material that simultaneously has piezoelectric and
semiconductor properties as provided with wurtzite structures, such as ZnO, GaN, and CdS [21]. Piezophononic
media belonging to the wurtzite family provide strong
piezoelectric coupling when an externally applied dc
field and a longitudinal ultrasonic wave polarize along
the hexagonal symmetry axis. As detailed elsewhere,
combining the piezoelectric wave equation with the
Maxwell-Poisson equation while conserving the electrical charge in the presence of an elastic perturbation, one
arrives at the AE dispersion relation [24,35]
9
8
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ω k 2
=
<
2
1
−
γ
þ
i
ð
Þ
e
k0
h ωd k0
i ; ð2Þ
ρω2 ¼ k2 C33 þ 33
:
ε33 1 − γ k þ i ωc þ ω ð k Þ2 ;
k0
ωd k0
ω
where we have introduced the dielectric relaxation
frequency ωc ¼ qn0 μn =ε33, the sound velocity vs ¼
ðC33 =ρÞ1=2 with mass density ρ, the diffusion frequency
ωd ¼ v2s =dn , the drift velocity of electrons vd ¼ −μn E0z ,
the ratio of drift to sound velocities γ ¼ vd =vs , and the
dispersionless wave number k0 ¼ ω=vs. Equation (2) can
be recast into a fourth-order polynomial equation whose
four roots represent four complex wave numbers for
mechanical wave propagation—two in the forward direction, and two in the backward direction. Nevertheless,
two of the roots have imaginary parts both with the same
sign and order of magnitude as their real counterparts,
which are independent of E0z and frequency. These two
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roots correspond to highly attenuated waves and thus
play only a minor role in both the electron-phonon
interaction and the overall wave propagation. We are,
therefore, left with only two wave modes, one corresponding to forward propagation (k1 ) and the other to
backward propagation (k2 ), which can be expressed
entirely analytically [29]. This result stems from the
oddly symmetric electric bias k1 ≠ k2 , which is an
indication of broken time-reversal symmetry.
Equation (2) represents the AE dispersion relation for
wurtzite structures for which we take cadmium sulfide
(CdS) as a common material choice with the following
parameters: T K ¼ 293 K, ρ ¼ 4826 kg=m3 , meff ¼ 0.27,
C33 ¼ 93.6 GPa, e33 ¼ 0.44 C=m2 , ε∞
33 ¼ 9.4, μdc ¼
0.0285 m2 V−1 s−1 . The real parts of the wave numbers
k1 and k2 remain similar to k0 , while the imaginary parts
differ substantially from each other when a bias electric
field is applied. For the sake of presentation, however, we
map these different modes on the same graph as shown in
Fig. 2(a) by plotting Im½k1 ðE0 Þ ¼ −Im½k2 ð−E0 Þ. Indeed,
the drift current is unidirectional and the exchange of
energy depends on whether the mechanical wave motion
flows with the drift current or against it. When the drift
velocity is equal to the sound velocity, which is the
Cherenkov threshold γ ¼ 1, the imaginary part of the wave
number whose direction coincides with the electric drift
flow vanishes, which happens here for an applied electric
field of E0z ¼ E0 ¼ 155.5 kV. This threshold marks
the region where all forwardly directed mechanical vibrations propagate almost entirely unattenuated. This is our
approach in the design of fully rectified mechanics comprising high power transmission efficiency at large isolation
factors, which naturally requires a strong absorption in the
opposite direction, preferably at a broad passing band. We
emphasize the importance of the carrier density n0 that can
vary by several orders of magnitude, making the semiconductor behave like a resistive material or a conducting
metal. In Fig. 2(b) we depict a constant and smooth absorption up to n0 ≤ 1013 cm−3 illustrating virtually dispersionless performance. However, as illustrated in Fig. 2(c),
variations with frequency indicate that Im½k1  exhibits gain
despite electrically residing at the Cherenkov threshold.
This deviation will later prove to be extremely advantageous when realistic losses are incorporated. The value of
the carrier density can be modified, e.g., through the
application of a variable electrostatic gating, by photoexcitation of the material, or simply by modifying the
temperature, which in turn alters the electron-phonon
interaction as seen in Fig. 2. To this effect, mechanical
waves can be tuned towards perfect forward-directed
intensity flux, while in reverse, mechanical attenuation
can be enhanced with increasing doping levels of CdS. To
assure a maximal contrast ratio σ at that threshold, we seek
for the spectral location ωmax that provides a maximal
attenuation. Over an extended range of frequencies, as
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FIG. 2. Dispersion relation in dependence to the applied
electrical dc bias E0 in CdS as derived from Eq. (2). (a) Imaginary
parts of the two wave numbers k1 ðE0 Þ and k2 ð−E0 Þ as a function
of E0 and for different carrier densities n0 computed at their
respective values of f max ðn0 Þ. The gray area corresponds to the
amplification zone, while the black dots mark the case for
n0 ¼ 1013 cm−3 . (b) Spectral dependence of the attenuation
−Imðk2 Þ, where fmax ðn0 Þ is indicated by red dots, at constant
electrical bias E0 ¼ −155.5 kV=m. (c) Complex wave numbers
as a function of frequency at a fixed electric field E0 ¼
−155.5 kV=m and n0 ¼ 1013 cm−3 . With correspondence to
the previous panels, the red-dotted line marks the spectral region
of maximal attenuation.

plotted in Fig. 2(c), we see that Reðk1;2 Þ ≃ k0 since the
imaginary parts of the wave numbers are much smaller
than their real parts. Substituting this finding together with
Imðk1 Þ ¼ 0 into the dispersion relation in Eq. (2) gives us
the possibility to find ωmax . More precisely, the strongest
attenuation, that is, the maximum of Imðk2 Þ, occurs when
ω2 ¼ ωc ωd ≡ ω2max . In the low frequency regime, when
ω ≪ τ−1 , the electric permittivity can be reduced to
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ε33 ≃ ε∞ ε0 ð1 − ω2p τ2 Þ leading to the following approximated expression:
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
meff
ωmax ≃ vs ωp
:
ð3Þ
K
kB T j1 − ω2p τ2 j
Equation (3) remains valid in the range where ωmax ≪ τ−1 ,
which ensures that ωmax ≪ ωp . In Fig. 2(c) we predict
f max ¼ 612 MHz, marking the region of maximal mechanical rectification, tuned at the exact vicinity of the
Cherenkov threshold, γ ¼ 1. Further, in Fig. 2(b) we have
indicated the spectral regions of maximum attenuation
when increasing the carrier density f max ðn0 Þ.
III. SCATTERING PROPERTIES IN THE
PRESENCE OF LOSSES
We explore a pronounced mechanical nonreciprocity
by tuning the forward flux toward lossless wave motion
propagating in phase with the electrical drift, while ensuring sufficient attenuation in the opposite direction. With the
same specifications given in Fig. 2, in the following, we
demonstrate how a finite piezophononic CdS layer of 1-cm
width can act as an optimal mechanical isolator. We assume
that the layer is impedance matched and electrically
isolated to the surrounding. Upon fulfilling continuity of
the displacements u0;L and the normal stresses T 0;L at z ¼ 0
and z ¼ L, we establish a connection among them across
the layer through the impedance matrix
  
   
u0
Z11 Z12
T0
u0
1
¼
¼
ik1 L
− e−ik2 L
uL
Z21 Z22
TL
uL e
!
−ik L
ik L
 
1
1
− e iΓ12 − eiΓ12
T0
iΓ1 þ iΓ2
;
×
iðk
−k
ÞL
iðk
−k
ÞL
ik
L
−ik
L
1
2
1
2
1
2
e
TL
−e
−e
þe
iΓ1

iΓ2

iΓ1

iΓ2

ð4Þ
where Γn ≡ ρω2 =kn , with n ¼ 1, 2. From the impedance
matrix Eq. (4), we write the relation to the transfer matrix
whose elements are related via

 

M 11 M 12
Z11 =Z21 Z12 − Z11 Z22 =Z21
¼
; ð5Þ
M 21 M 22
1=Z21
−Z22 =Z21
from which it is straightforward to derive the scattering
matrix, whose elements, the scattering coefficients tR;L and
rR;L , relate the amplitudes of the incoming ða; dÞ with the
outgoing ðb; cÞ waves as illustrated in Fig. 1. In reality,
however, vibrations in solids are always plagued by
inherent and strong energy dissipation, which originates
from lattice anharmonicity and thermoelastic damping.
These frequency-dependent loss mechanisms are added
to the imaginary parts of the wave numbers k1;2 via the
corresponding empirical attenuation coefficient, αCdS ¼
150 dB cm−1 GHz−2 [38]. The transmittances for right
and left incidence jtR;L j2 , which are computed in Fig. 3(a),

FIG. 3. Scattering properties of a piezophononic CdS
layer (width L ¼ 1 cm), which is computed as a function of
frequency, without losses, and under an applied electric field
E0 ¼ −154.7 kV=m corresponding to γ ¼ 1.00 (continuous
curves). When losses are present, we present three different
scenarios: E0 ¼ −154.7, −156.2, and −158 kV=m corresponding to γ ¼ 1.00, 1.01, and 1.02, respectively (dashed curves).
(a) Transmittance is plotted when ultrasound is incident either
from right (R) or left (L) to the layer. (b) Spectral dependence of
the contrast ratio σ. (inset) Maximum contrast ratio σ max as a
function of the intrinsic carrier density n0 in units of cm−3 ,
without losses.

differ substantially from each other and do, therefore, lead
to an impressive contrast ratio above σ ¼ 105 extending
over a large frequency band ranging from 100 to 400 MHz
as depicted in Fig. 3(b). As can be seen, not only is
nonreciprocity intimately linked to time-reversal asymmetry, but an efficient transmittance in the forward direction
jtL j2 → 1 guarantees high power transfer over a broad
frequency range since we permanently reside at the
Cherenkov threshold. When mechanical losses are introduced (dashed lines in Fig. 3), we predict a significant drop
of the transmittance. To counteract on the losses, we
increase the electric bias slightly, as specified in Fig. 3,
such that the AE effect may compensate for them. In fact,
for the case with γ ¼ 1.02, peaking at 260 MHz, we have
reached an overcompensation of about 17 dB, altogether
showing that ultrasonic amplification in piezophononic
media can minimize and eliminate losses and potentially
be utilized in, e.g., lossy mechanical metamaterials similar
to its optical counterpart [39]. Beyond that, as seen in the
inset in Fig. 3, the maximum value of the contrast ratio
can be further tuned by altering the carrier density of the
piezophononic medium.
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V. CONCLUSION

IV. ONE-WAY GAUSSIAN
PULSE PROPAGATION
Given the broad spectral rectification window, we predict
the isolation, and therefore the possible prevention of
destructive backscattering from short ultrasonic signals,
as shown in Fig. 4. The incident pulse fðtÞ, see Fig. 4(a), is
a cosine function modulated by a Gaussian envelope, which
2
2
is written as fðtÞ ¼ cosðω0 tÞe−t =ð2σ f Þ , where ω0 is the
central frequency of the Gaussian pulse and 1=σ f is the
frequency half-width at −3 dB. The transmitted pulse ftR;L
is obtained through the inverse Fourier transform of fðωÞ,
which is weighted by the corresponding complex transmission coefficients tR;L ðωÞ
f tR;L ðtÞ ¼

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Z
2 2
2π
σ f Fs e−ðω−ω0 Þ ðσ f =2Þ tR;L ðωÞe−iωt dω;
2
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To conclude, we demonstrate dynamical nonreciprocity
for linear mechanical waves. Based on the acoustoelectric
effect in piezophononic media, we show that perfect
isolation, that is, one-way transmission of ultrasonic
pulses, stems from attenuationless and highly efficient
forward propagation while waves are strongly absorbed in
the opposing direction. This linear isolator is highly
tunable and permits gigantic contrast ratios controlled
through an externally applied electric field. We foresee
that our findings can push forward engineering of ultrasonic transducers immune to backscattered pulse signals
and provide a valid route towards loss-compensated
mechanical metamaterials.
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ð6Þ

where Fs is the chosen sampling frequency. In Fig. 4(b), it
can be seen that the pulse in the passing direction (left
incidence) is almost entirely undistorted after propagation
through the layer with a time of flight tf ¼ 2.26 μs. Only
marginally small differences, in view of the quasiconstant
amplitude, can be discerned when compared to the incident
wave front. Ultrasonic signals incident from the opposite
direction are entirely blocked since the pulse amplitude
approaches zero. This finding unequivocally shows that
short microsecond pulses are efficiently rectified in piezophononic isolators as controlled through the external
electric bias. We also stress that with slightly off-normal
incidence angles strong rectification prevails over an
extended frequency range [40].

FIG. 4. Comparison of the temporal evolutions of a short
ultrasonic microsecond pulse for right and left incidences. The
piezophononic layer has the same specifications as in the
previous example, with losses and γ ¼ 1.01, while the Gaussian
pulse is centered at 200 MHz and has a frequency bandwidth of
60 MHz. (a) Source signal. (b) Transmitted signals with left
incidence (blue curve) and right incidence (orange curve). The
amplitudes are normalized with the maximum amplitude of the
source signal.
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